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Mark, from B'ham, Bama February 20th, AM. Interest in minimal racebike wiring Yesterday PM.
Word Association Game. February 22nd, PM. No love in Milwaukee? January 23rd, AM. February
14th, PM. Have no idea what you're doing and want to ask about it? Know exactly what you're
doing and want to share it with others? Come on in February 10th, AM. Tell your crash story
here. Be kind Dearest Friend Passed Away While February 14th, AM. DIY Leather Repair.
February 8th, AM. October 31st, AM. Danno's ultimate track build. February 3rd, AM. A Couple
Recent Pics. Doin the Dragon July 27th, PM. Cylinder coolant seal issues. October 16th, PM.
What new gadget or cosmetic mod have you added to your shiny new ninjette? If it doesn't help
the bike go, stop, or turn any faster, it's a farkle My Vinyl Wrapped Ninja November 29th, PM.
November 24th, AM. Need help ninja ignition switch. February 11th, PM. June 10th, PM. Where
all of the technical expertise of our members gets distilled into something a little more
organized Shut down on me. February 22nd, AM. What new gadget or cosmetic mod have you
added to your Gen2 ninjette? February 13th, AM. Pre key blank information. February 21st, AM.
What new gadget or cosmetic mod have you added to your Gen1 ninjette? Customizing a
February 17th, PM. Current Toy Box. February 4th, PM. October 16th, AM. September 28th, AM.
WTB carb slide. August 27th, AM. October 22nd, AM. August 23rd, AM. Today AM. November
26th, PM. Info specific to ninjette. Also a good place for "suggestion box" type ideas User
Spotlight. If you're having any issues with the website itself, post in here and ask for some help
Posted thread, but not approved? August 4th, PM. Mark All Threads Read. The most members
online over 24 hours was , September 30th, at PM. Threads: 3. Threads: 50,, Posts: ,, Members:
24,, Active Members: Blogs : , Entries : , Last 24 Hours : 0. All times are GMT The time now is
AM. Contact Us - ninjette. User Name. Remember Me? New Members Welcome! Come on in and
introduce yourself here General Motorcycling Discussion If it's about bikes, and doesn't fit
anyplace else, here's the place Off-Topic If it's not about bikes, here's the place Group Rides
and Local Events Want to meet up with other ninjette owners in your area? Ride Reports Where
have you taken your ninjette? Riding Skills Have no idea what you're doing and want to ask
about it? Cargo Space Stuff to store stuff. And stuff Ninjettes At Speed Taking it to the track
Pictures Show us pics of your scoot! Videos Post up those vids of your favorite bike!
Motorcycling News The latest motorcycling news stories from around the world Maintenance
questions? Performance improvements? Cylinder coolant seal issues by Alex October 16th, PM.
NinjetteWiki Where all of the technical expertise of our members gets distilled into something a
little more organized Customizing a by punishum February 17th, PM. None of the above. The
Ex-Ninjetters Lair Sold your ninjette? Got another bike? We still like you. Motorcycle-related
Items for sale that are related to bikes Gear-related Items for sale that are related to gear
Miscellaneous Items for sale that have little to do with bikes or gear Items Wanted What are you
looking for? Free stuff! If you've got free stuff to give away, here's the place Amazon - Popular
Motorcycling Items Automated postings of the most-tagged motorcycle items on Amazon
Forum Info Limited to registered users. Forum Information Info specific to ninjette. Help If you're
having any issues with the website itself, post in here and ask for some help Total members that
have visited the forum in the last 24 hours: Today's Birthdays. Forgot your password? Ninja
replied to woodzy 's topic in General Discussion. Ninja replied to huykidu11 's topic in
Testimonial. Ninja replied to Lupetto 's topic in General Discussion. Forums Store Subscription
Donate. Welcome, Guest. Existing user? Sign in with Discord. The MatriX. Have fun streaming
while cheating! Have a Payment Issue? Send us a Support ticket. Make a thread if you need
support or join our discord for live support. Have Suggestions? Make a thread and you'll earn
Ghbsys Points for implemented suggestions. Join our discord to stay well connected! Don't
forget to integrate your discord to the site. Pssst, you are awesome! Start new topics and reply
to others Subscribe to topics and forums to get email updates Get your own profile page and
make new friends Send personal messages to other members. Guest Message by DevFuse.
Community Reputation 0 Neutral. About Ninja Previous Fields Country Canada. Its can of
obvious that there is risks for any game if your hacking guess some people can take the risk.
Excellent Hack Ninja replied to huykidu11 's topic in Testimonial. Sign In Sign Up. Discussion in
' Equipment ' started by WarriorWithin1 , Jun 2, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. WarriorWithin1
, Jun 2, Joined: Jun 2, Oddometer: Hi all, My name is Joseph. I currently ride an 06 Boulevard M
Previously rode an 86 Vulcan Wich I just sold today. My wife wants to ride cruisers but she is
afraid of the ones I have. Starting out on that is more appealing to my wife, though she has no
intention of keeping the ninjette as her primary ride after she learns on it. I've always been very
impressed with the Totaly different bikes I know. I didnt end up with either because of the deals
I found. I plan to buy the ninjette, and as my wife is getting her feel for the road, I want to
convert it to a ninja dual sport. Kinda V-strom style. Like a mini Wee-Strom. Gravel roads, fire
roads, dirt trails, nothing technical or any serious mudding, just exploration. No jumps, or REAL
mud, and sand. My M50 is an exellent street bike. So the ninja will convert to a dual sport that is

better at pavement than a normal dual sport, but not as great at technical offroading as a true
dual. It will have function and use after my wife's learning time. Related: New Kawasaki Twin
Sport - The primary thing wrong is the the lack of steering "trail" Any uneven surface will tend
to twist the handle bars and go unstable. A street bike like the one proposed may have as little
as 2 or 3 inches of trail. Damping will be wrong which besides comfort will impare traction. I
hate to rain on your plan but I wouldn't do it. I had a RZ and had reason to go off asphault - I had
to either spin or slide the rear to keep it upright. WarriorWithin1 , Jun 3, That's not really what I
am asking though. What I am wondering is what negative effects will nobbie tires have on the
ninjette's pavement abilities? If you took the ninjette down dirt, gravel roads, and light trails,
wouldnt you rather it had nobbies than street slicks? Take a looky at this ninja motard. Joined:
May 24, Oddometer: Location: Crooked road va. I like your mind. Methodical, devious,
deliberate. With my wife, it woudl probably backfire. I will have to think on that some more. ADV
Sponsors. I assume you've explored ninja This is a great resource for this bike, and explains
what modifications need to be done to fit knobbies on. As for the effect on street performance,
isn't this question non-specific to the ninja? I mean, you will be going from 16" to 17" so a bit
less cornering response, and then the fact that knobbies aren't great for street riding in general
I agree that the biggest issue is the suspension. I did research the ninja forums and found
nothing. I even posted the SAME topic over there and got little interest. Not suprosed since
most of those riders are more interested in street performance. If there is information over there
on how to fit nobbies then surely my idea must not be THAT far fetched! This guys scrunchie
really wierded me out. Nothing supreme of course but I am no interested in hardcore offroading.
I think the would be really nice for the street portions required to get to the adventure areas.
And the price is nice. Needs tires. I've found on the F that the extra vibes from the knobs on
pavement gets on my nerves after a while which is why I have two sets of wheels to make
swapping back and forth an easy proposition. On a lighter bike like the Ninja it may be more of
an issue - or not. Depends on the rider's preferences. On the other hand, for moderate forays on
dirt and gravel roads and easy trails with no hardcore hill climbing or descending, a street
oriented dual sport tire like the Metzeler Tourance or Avon Distanzia may be the best
compromise. Even a relatively new rider can ride a standard street bike through some fun
places. When I started out on a Honda CB back in the 60s, our little group of riders mostly on
similar types of bikes took them everywhere. All on street tires. I think one time I put a rear
"scrambler" type tire on the , but only once - it had more liabilities on rain slick pavement than it
ever helped out on dirt. So what I'm getting at is that a bike doesn't have to be modded much at
all towards a specialty - out of the box most standard type street bikes are suitable for lots of
stuff. GSWayne , Jun 4, I would think by the time you needed special tires you would want to be
able to stand on the pegs, and at least for me this would have been almost impossible on a
Ninja because of the riding position. Perhaps a smaller person could do it OK. WarriorWithin1 ,
Jun 4, Thought Skippii would have posted here already. Paging Skippii Sir Not Appearing , Nov
19, BTW, the Kenda is tubeless, but the Duro needs a tube. JPG File size: I had a Ninja Great
little street bike. But there are a lot better choices if she wants a dual sport to learn on. To me
the front end geometry of the Ninja is all wrong for dual sport. I had the suspension lowered a
little and put some GP tires on them with a dual light front fairing. I could ride those little
buggers anywhere. Street, canyons, dirt, rocks whatever. Very forgiving easy to ride. That little
has to rev so high it can be difficult for a new rider. Crap I have a TW now and can ride it on the
highway. Great little bike to learn on and to have fun in the dirt. Take it from a women, if she
really wants a cruiser, go get her a cruiser! You will not save any money getting the ninja, it will
cost you dearly. If you want to keep her riding, make it easy and enjoyable with the right bike
and of course the right clothes and shoes! Cheers Jill. You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? Discussion in
' Road Warriors ' started by mpg , May 29, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Ninja Discussion in '
Road Warriors ' started by mpg , May 29, Anyone have a Ninja ? Now, I am thinking about
buying one. I am the furthest thing from a ricky racer, but mpg gives me a chubby. The main
purpose of this bike is to go back and forth to work, year round, as long as there is no snow on
the ground. And I am sure there will be a couple of long trips mixed in if it is comfortable
enough Gordy , May 29, I picked one up for my daughter and have "snuck" out on it a few times.
It is a fun bike. It doesn't say on the graphics and most guys think it is a or something. The
mileage is incredible, insurance cheap, but is a small bike. If you are over 5'10" or so, it will
really be cramped. Search out the Iron Butt Association results from last year. A guy rode and
finished on one. He beat out lots of big bikes! MotoKat , May 29, Traded mine in about a year
ago for my SV I loved loved loved the bike, and I miss riding it. I really miss the MPG - down
from 70mpg to 40mpg. The only negative thing about it was that I live in a windy state and I
would get tossed around a lot, other than that, it was a great bike. I fully intend to get another

some year. I heard some comments on the ninja site about being kinda slow up hill. I am not
sure if that was with the gear change or not. How was the power with yours? I live on Long
Island and there ain't many hills. LazyLion , May 29, Why, yes, I do. There are a group of zealots
to be found here. I wring it out through the revs like a maniac. I get about 55mpg. It is so much
different from my other bike, an Electa-Glide, which is the only reason I can give for the hard
riding. Wife has Ninja and I ride it often. We live in the mountains of western NC and it's a blast
to ride on the twisty stuff. It has plenty of juice for going uphill- you just have to use the
available revs. It's lightweight, responsive, fast enough and goes forever on a gallon of fuel. It
does tend to get blown around a bit, the mirrors offer a less than stellar view of what's behind
and it is a small bike so I feel cramped on it. Just bought wife an F and can't decide if I really
want to sell the Ninja ADV Sponsors. Joined: Mar 22, Oddometer: 8, Location: Nebraska. I had
one for a while. I bought it as a track bike, but rode it on the street a little. I'm 5'9" and or so. I
personally wouldn't regear the bike for lower revs. It likes you to rev the piss out if it I don't
think I ever dropped below 10 grand on the track. You don't have to wring it's neck THAT bad,
but if you want to go fast you can't be afraid to rev it out. I actually passed a Hayabusa and a
ZX-9 in the corners on the track. Clueless nOOb riders, but it was fun anyway. It's a sweet little
bike and will take you anywhere you want to go. Check out the board listed above, good
resource. Jack , May 29, Joined: Oct 11, Oddometer: 16, Location: :jack. Awesome bikes,
unbeatable for the price. And IMO it's plenty comfortable for tall guys, much more so than any
"sport bike" for sure. It's got more standard-y than sporty ergos, IIRC haven't been on one in
about a year. I have never even sat on one. It is the high mpg's that I am interested in, and doing
it on the highway. I am about 5'10", The dam dealer was closed on sunday when I went by to see
it, and they are about 25 miles from me. Thats going to be tough due to working all the dam
time. Thanks for the input all! Any other comments, like how far have you taken your in a day?
Yep, Dittos to the above. Fixed up a salvage for the girlfriend She never got to ride it. Actual
speed was mph. Watch for the insurance rates. Grilfriend was new rider, she cost as much as
me on a cc ZRX. Both Kawasakis are gone now-and so is the girlfriend!! I would probably buy a
KLR and skip the ninja if I had to do it again. JamesRRS , May 30, I put 35k trouble free miles on
a Ninja. If you are going to ride freeways I'm in a 70mph state go up a tooth on the counter
sprocket. Don't follow large trucks closely on the interstate, you get blown around a bit. If you
weigh more than , find an rear shock from an ex on ebay. Insurance is cheap, tires are cheap, 87
octane fuel. Best fun for the money around. You will feel like Rossie. McB , May 30, Everything I
read is that they are great little bikes in their own right. One of the mags did a gas mizer article a
few months ago, and said it was about the only one of the bunch that qualifies as a real
motorcycle. Or something like that. If you compare it to scooters, it's cheaper, faster, sexier,
more fun in the twisties, and stone axe reliable. Voidrider , May 30, I've had one for three years. I
did the 15 tooth front sprocket mod and liked seeing my highways cruising rpm drop from 10K
to 9K. Didn't really seem to change mileage or uphill climbing ability. I met Duke in Gerlach
when he was making a practice run out west in July of last year. It will accelerate, but it
definitely doesn't "leap out", so you have to think your passes through. The speedo is a bit
optomistic, I've had mine up to an indicated 98 mph and that is probably really in the high 80s.
Mine has run for hours at a time at K rpms. They love to run at high RPMS. Tim, the guy who
gives sportbike tours in N. Joined: Mar 3, Oddometer: Location: westbrook ct. What A Fun Little
Toy. Cauldron , May 30, Joined: Apr 23, Oddometer: 2, Location: Chaingolia. My brother got one
on my recomendation for a first bike. He is 5'10" and about lbs. He rides it everywhere. Longest
trip for him was miles to come see me so we could go riding! Takes his wife two up around town
too. Everything on it is stock and it runs just fine. I borrowed it once. I had been riding my klr a
lot at the time. I wasn't paying attention, just shifting through the gears. It's the only street with
a tach I owned a ninja for four years. Great bike and very similar. Excellent posts. I read the
pashnit story a while back but my CRS being what it is, and the fact that I thought Ninja was a
bad, crazy word, I forgot about it. Thanks for the reminder. The dealer should be open when I
leave work sucks tomorrow so it is off on my XRL to the dealer to see what I am dreaming of. I
will let you guys know Surly , May 31, Going to look at one today at You must log in or sign up
to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password?
Search this site. Editor's Note: This post is a little long. It might be recommended that you
bookmark it and read it in small doses. After all, you have until next December. Also, all images
are thumbnails. It was a good year to ride a Kawasaki EX Of course, any year you can ride a
motorcycle is a good year, but it was an especially good year for the Ninja Riders Club. From
the completion of The Iron Butt Rally, to the setting of a Land Speed Record, the exchange of
friendly usually advice concerning our bikes, and the numerous get-togethers and group rides,
the NRC was a good place to be. This is a community, a group of friends with a common
interest. For this community, life is good. This is an event in which the riders travel miles a day

for eleven days. That's right, more mileage than some people put on in a year done in a week
and a half. The purpose of the ride is not to get there the fastest, but to complete the ride. The
riders have to be at the start in Denver, back in Denver a couple days later, and the Maine
checkpoint at certain times, but other than that they have a lot of free rein. It finishes in Denver
as well, so most people end up making a big loop or two around North America. They design
their own routes and decide, with help from their friends who show up at the checkpoints, how
to best get in the 11K. There are bonus points for getting to and photographing yourself at
certain "types" of things. There was a water theme this year, which resulted in Duke routing
himself by several dams, waterfalls, and other things. Go Home. For the first loop around the
West, Duke was having troubles with the bike running much better at elevation than at sea level.
Loudboys was on the scene in Denver, at the first checkpoint, and they discovered that one of
Duke's UNI filters had started to come apart. Apparently this had been going on for a while.
After a mad dash to the Wally World across the street, they managed to glue it back together,
with the help of some zip ties and a shop rag. This lasted Duke until it could be replaced at the
Maine checkpoint three days later. There was also the slight problem of riding from Maine to
Denver with something that felt like a broken rib. The cause was a minor bike fall. He was
parked next to another IBR rider, and when he pushed his bike off the centerstand, it started to
fall. Duke caught it, but fell over sideways into one of the pegs on the other bike. The last four
days of the ride were ibuprofen-fueled. He says he didn't worry too much about bonus points on
the way back; he just rode and rode, repeating the mantra: "RideToDenver". He also said that it
didn't hurt too much when he was sitting, but we all know that riding a bike involves a little
more than that, even on relatively smooth, straight roads. After the ride it was determined that
nothing was broken, but he did find that the LA-Z-BOY was the only place he could be
comfortable for a week. It was a great effort. The injury cost him some miles and points, but he
still managed to get in miles in the eleven days, and he had more points than many people with
more miles. You did the club proud, Duke. Who's going to represent us in ? Now, why would
anyone want to do that? Because there was beer there, of course. Bat, who looks as though
she's trying to hide behind her Foster Grants, is actually the only one besides Duke without a
hangover. The event was sanctioned by the East Coast Timing Ass'n, and he was running in the
cc 4-stroke Altered Frame class. When you look at the pictures you'll see exactly what "altered"
means. We all love this bike. The previous record was 89 mph, which was eclipsed in the first
run, but Leon knew there was more to be gotten out of the bike. There was a problem with the
clutch slipping, which was eventually fixed, after several posts to the board, by borrowing a
coat hanger from, of all people, the Harley-Davidson team and making some shims to add extra
pressure. Leon also experimented with jetting, but he said he didn't really see any difference
between 's and The weekend was a success, and we're proud that "our little bike that can" once
again came through. PapaFlynny and Payne were there from the club in support. Leon doesn't
need any help with carburetion. This is very good reading, and I would recommend that anyone
who likes this bike head over to the Hall of Fame and read all about it. He gives a lot of good
tips, and it's an interesting read. He actually has K on the bike, but he changed out the engine at
88K, as the cam chain wasn't doing so well. I'm assuming he figured it would be more
economical in the long run. The bike still looks very good. When he tore down the original
motor he found no signs of any real wear, a testament to how well our bikes will last, given
proper care and attention. Bill says: "The Ninja is by far the best motorcycling value in today's
world. Here's the link to the article. This was called the Golden Rule Rally, and, while there was
a good reason for the name the idea was that you give points to everyone who shows up for a
meet, hence the Golden Rule , it was universally abbreviated to its initials, GRR, which is the
sound cagers make when they realize they can't keep up with you on a winding mountain road.
The idea was to get members to ride out and see each other, and to go on rides with other
members. The more people you met, and the more that were at each ride, the more points you
got. The idea was a success. One would think that many people would get together and ride
anyway, but this just gave them added incentive to publicize their rides, and this probably got
more riders to meet people from the club. Payne was the winner, making it to 15 different meets
and scoring the most points. One must note that this was a very good accomplishment for
loudboys, as he lives out on the edge of the Plains in Independence, MO. Congratulations to all
who rode with someone from the club this year, and I hope you can all get out and meet up with
other members in Here are the complete results for the GRR. If you read them carefully, you will
notice that some of our administrators are very close to the bottom of the rankings. I'll make up
excuses for them, though: Jim Race says that he doesn't ride much on the street any more, and
Ian is probably out on one of the 12 other bikes he owns. Don't let their low scores fool you;
they ride. I didn't come on board until June. I don't actually have an EX divide by 2 and C. I live
in Taiwan and had a hard time making it to any of the rides. Reasons why Payne won: 1. He

loves motorcycling. He's as dedicated to this club as anyone. He's always there online, too. He
was unemployed for part of the year, not that I think having a job has cut into his riding all that
much. He's single currently , and as such doesn't have a wife suggesting that he waste a
weekend repainting the house, or something equally unnecessary. He's the Friendly
Administrator just had to say that one more time before the end of the year. Hopefully this kind
of rally will be a permanent fixture of the club. To give you an idea of how simple a "meet" can
be, Payne stopped by Leon's one day. Here's a photo, accompanied by a very funny thread
featuring several admins and regulars. It was January; they were probably the only ones around
thenâ€¦ Who would have ever thought that a bunch of motorcyclists could be so funny, but
that's one of the best things about this site. Yes, people will come from far, far away to attend
this event. Dick Wolcott plays host, and host he does, with people sleeping on the floor and
gear strewn all about the house. According to all, it's a great place to ride, and everyone had a
good weekend. There were 14 riders in all, only six of them on 's, according to Candyman. From
there to MIK's on Thursday. We were preceded by Payne, Daryl, Leon, Andrew Kristin and
Dweedlebug had arrived earlier with their bikes We took Wolcott's shagging van all piling into
the back of it to go and get supper. On the way we found Candyman stopped at the side of the
road reading directions. We pulled over and Wolcott asked if he was coming to his place - and
other loaded statements that confused Candyman He did follow us for supper - at which point
we must have had 10 people The next day we did a breakfast and did a wonderful run through
Speculator. Had lunch and ran back through the same road - lots of fun and lots of gas was
burnt. We met up with two other riders one on a Ninja and On the way back we had some bike
swaps Then we went out for supper. Next day we went for a ride around the reservoirs â€” en
route we discovered that my rear tire wasn't going to make many more miles if I was pushing it.
Karl really kindly offered to limp to MIK's place near Boston. We sent MIK ahead to be ready
with the trailer. The rest of the riders had some fun, but the group was starting to split for home
with storm clouds looming. Going North we didn't really get rained on, but the southern
contingent must have gotten soaked. Lots more to be said - but really what needs to be said is Wolcott is the best host. He kept the rides very safe and maintained a nice pace. Allowing this
many stinky riders to descend on his house on a yearly basis Very good group of riders - all
very helpful. We were a mix of new riders and some track day riders. I think the pace worked for
everyone and there wasn't pressure on us slow riders to go fast. Cheers, woot. As mentioned,
woot's rear one started giving him trouble during the second day of the ride, but he tried to limp
home on it. Didn't make it all the way. Got a new one and made it back to Halifax a day or so
late. Andrew Duthie wasn't so fortunate. After blowing through several tire plugs, he ended up
leaving his bike with a friend in DC and flying back to Nashville. He picked up the bike, with a
new rear tire installed, the next weekend. As a testament to how great this ride is, people put on
some serious miles to get there. Andrew had almost round trip, not including the riding done on
the weekend. Payne ended up with miles for the trip, and woot had km X. Here's the final word
from host Wolcott: "What a great group of listers. Everyone was considerate, generous, and
fun. Not an a-hole in the group! The Ninja Club rocks! This was needed, as some people weren't
around as much as they used to be, and others were busy with life and stuff. He's doing a great
job. I'm assuming this made things more efficient for the admins, and made less work for MIK,
in the long run. At least I hope that's the truth. Lord knows, they have enough work just keeping
the noobs in line. Another adventure in the tech area came in September, when our former
webhost decided that we were no longer worthy and kicked us off with very little notice. MIK did
a lot of digging and came up with an alternate. This, however, involved raising a couple hundred
bucks in a very short time in order to keep the site functional. An appeal for money was sent
out, and within 12 hours there was a notice that said: "The pledge drive is over. All did not go
smoothly. I don't think MIK got much, if any, sleep the first week on the new host. There were
some bugs; probably not any more than could be anticipated with such a major change, but we
have so few hands-on technical admins that it did create a lot of work for them, especially MIK,
who is still mostly on vacation. Hope you've caught up on your sleep, Mr. If, like me, you're
around these parts a lot, you know two things: 1. The admins do a great job without any pay,
and 2. They don't really like asking for money to help the site. This is another opportunity for me
to do it for them. A donation is always appreciated. You can show your appreciation for the
things this community does for us. The webhost change had some unforeseen side effects. For
the first couple weeks things were spotty. Download times were slow, sometimes you couldn't
get on the site, and it was downright offline for a whole day. The e-mail response feature wasn't
working, which was something most of us felt was a minor inconvenience for a time, but would
certainly be nice to have back. When it returned, it came back with a vengeance. Here's
Gordon's take on it: "WOW! I got 53 emails from the board this morning. Did someone finally
give the email server some Exlax? Things seem to be back to normal now; we haven't had any

problems for a long time. Thank you, friendly administrators. It's very easy to use, and gives the
location of every member. You can click on the pushpin, then click on the member's name, and
it'll take you right to their Profile. Ain't technology fun? One other new thing you can do from a
member's Profile is PM them. For those of us who do this infrequently, this makes it easy to
remember how to find the mail feature. It was also Occasionally Evil for a while. This did not
make Ian happy, as his rank was originally Most Evil, "a title I worked hard at getting", he said at
the time. Is Ian mellowing? Is that what the admin was trying to point out? We hope not. Ian
Quotes: What would this forum be like without Ian? Very different, for sure. Here are a few of the
things I could dig up. It's a far-from-comprehensive list, but, as Ian has pages of posts on this
forum, I did the best I could. Next year I'll use the "save" feature instead of "search", for there
will most certainly be more quotes from His Evilness in the weeks and months to come. Here's
one regarding some moron who wrecked while stunting in the buff. And crashing while wearing
jeans and a light jacket sucks. But crashing while being completely naked must, like, just totally
suck. I love stupid people. They make me glad I have at least half a brain, and use most of it,
some of the time. This guy at least has the benefit of knowing that sarcasm is coming his way.
Poster: Here's my dilemma I'm 6'1", and about , and barely enjoyed mine for the 28k miles that I
put on it in the 3 years I rode it for. It was horrible. All those curvy roads, disgusting. Getting
over 50 miles to the gallon when commuting back and forth to work? I must have been out of
my mind. And then there's this board, with all the people I've talked to and met. I still haven't
figured out why I bought one. Some sort of Jedi mind trick, I tell you. It's an awful bike, and you
wouldn't like one. We are all sadists here, and that's the only reason why we would have created
a website dedicated to such a shitty machine. If you enjoy being insulted, and thrive off of the
suffering of yourself and others, then join us, and buy yourself a Ninja If not, it was nice
knowing you. The first one is from late summer and is buried in the posts. I think Ian removed it
from the Polls section. The second is from earlier in the year, with essentially the same result.
Poll 1 What percent evil is Ian? I personally find him indispensable. And funny. Give examples
of things they said to you, and what was the dumb ass thing you said or did that evoked such a
reaction from them. It concluded on March 9, I don't think so, but sometimes it becomes
necessary to gently dissuade a person from going in a particular direction, or to tell some idiot
newbie that this isn't an information booth, and that they should look around the site before
asking questions. That said, here's a tidbit that Gordon started. He was letting some newbie
know what they could expect should they incur the wrath of Ian. Since it only came out a couple
weeks ago, and is probably a repost, for the most part, many of you have probably seen it. The
good bit starts with Gordon, 13 Dec and ends with Papaflynny, 14 Dec Editor's note: Contains
mild profanity: Marylin, please do not read. You never know what you'll get until you click on the
link. He's ridden for quite a while, and does a lot of long rides. It really made an impression, and
helped me become more aware of safety. This deserves a second read. This book spends most
of its length telling you how to get around a corner. That's a good thing, because a lot of
motorcyclists don't really understand the dynamics of how the bike and your body interact
when the bike is in motion. This book explains it really well. It helped my riding immensely.
LDBandit mentioned it in several different posts and convinced me, and several other people, to
get it. You should read this book if you ever turn your bike. Dakota and Saskatchewan. He has
written a series of four so far articles detailing things that have happened on his bigger bike
which he might not have recovered from had he started riding on an overpowered race replica
bike. I'm not including it because it's unique. It's here because this sort of thing happens all the
time. Another example of the friendship and camaraderie which exist in this club. Makes me
proud to be involved with this forum, if someone I don't know would offer to send me an
expensive part with no collateral, just so we could go riding. Thank you. This site often goes
beyond being just another on-line forum. People from all over will work together and get things
done. It started out as an ok idea "hey, why don't we do a Girls of Calendar? Hurry, though.
They only printed 50 of them. The idea is to moto him from place to place and see where he
ends up. There hasn't been a lot of action yet, but things are moving now, and he'll see some
good North American roads in the upcoming year. OldMarine is trying to keep fiberglass out of
his nose while he fabricates the streamlined fairing. Some expensive bits are still needed, such
as a brake system, wheels, tires, and other things, and, also, that most expensive of things,
CASH. This is one of the most original ride reports you will ever read. Take a look at the
pictures. Since so many of our active members live in the East, we don't get pictures of 's in
splendidly desolate environments very often. This used to be my backyard. There's space in
abundance. He puts in about miles a month. He's motorcycle-crazy. There are worse things.
Here's his ride report from his trip around the northern South and the Ohio Valley states. This
was evidently another major ride, since half the admins and several regulars were there, but no
one seems to have done a write-up on it, so all we have are pictures. It was held at Duke's

house. TZ chose Vermont. Here's the report, along with some photos of summer in the Green
Mountain State. We are motorcyclists, after all. We need an official beer. It evidently wasn't
apparent to everyone the first time, but this is humor. What Religion Are You? Quiz: We try to
keep religion and politics off the board as much as possible. This club is about having fun on
motorcycles, after all, and we don't need to get into areas that are going to offend or upset
anyone. Every once in a while, though, something comes along which is interesting and
non-threatening. Ian posted this little number that he found somewhere else. Some of us had a
good time with it. We're used to getting one or two-line answers so much on the forum that it's a
bit of a surprise when someone gives very detailed information on something that seems pretty
simple. This is LDBandit's take on this subject. And yes, this question comes up more than you
might expect. Evidently people don't pay attention to how the gears work on their bicycles,
either. I hope it was a highlight for somebody. Payne's second bike is a Honda VFR This is the
story of his initial valve adjustment on it. Take a careful look at the picture. See how neat and
orderly everything is Math majors. Think about putting all that back together: four camshafts
with all their various pieces, hoses, two valve covers. Appreciate the It's at least simpler. I like
to have lots of space to work in; I think the lawnmower would've gone out in the rain with the
Ninja for the duration. I just thought it was cool, so I'm linking to it. The username should say it
all. I believe his original post had something to do with wheelies, and then it went downhill from
there. MIK had a particularly "fun" time with him, and then went on vacation. Our admins, IMHO,
are sometimes too nice to some idiots. I think it would make their lives much easier if they
applied the "block IP" tool a little more often. Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual. Table of
Contents. Ninja R. Page 5 All information contained in this publication is based on the latest
product information available at the time of publication. Illustrations and photographs in this
publication are intended for reference use only and may not depict actual model component
parts. First Edition 1 : Feb. Page 7: How To Use This Manual Be alert for problems and
non-scheduled ticular interest for more efficient and con- maintenance. Model Identification
General Specifications Unit Conversion Table To facilitate actual operations, notes, illustrations, photographs, cautions, and detailed descriptions have been included in each chapter
wherever necessary. Gaskets, O-rings, oil seals, grease seals, circlips or cotter pins must be
replaced with new ones whenever disassembled. Then tighten them according to the specified
se- quence to prevent case warpage or deformation which can lead to malfunction. Be sure to
maintain proper alignment and use smooth movements when installing. Ball Bearing and
Needle Bearing Do not remove pressed ball or needle unless removal is absolutely necessary.
Lubri- cation points are called out throughout this manual, apply the specific oil or grease as
specified. Direction of Engine Rotation When rotating the crankshaft by hand, the free play
amount of rotating direction will affect the adjustment. Overall Width mm Overall Height 1 mm
Wheelbase 1 mm Road Clearance mm 5. Seat Height mm Dry Mass Torque and Locking Agent
The initial maintenance is vitally important and must not be neglected. Letters used in the
"Remarks" column mean: G: Apply grease. L: Apply a non-permanent locking agent. MO: Apply
molybdenum disulfide grease oil solution. If the throttle grip free play can not be adjusted with
the adjuster, use the adjusters in the lower ends of the throttle cables. If handlebar movement
changes the idle speed, the throttle cables may be improperly adjusted or incorrectly routed or
damaged. Valve Clearance Standard: Exhaust 0. If the clearance is out of the specified range,
use the additional shim. Swelling or high spots indicate inter- nal damage, requiring tire
replacement. Apply the oil to the O-rings so that the O-rings will be coated with oil. If there is
any irregularity, replace the drive chain. If the brake fluid leaked from any position, inspect or
re- place the problem part. If the fluid level is lower than the lower level line, fill the reservoir to
the upper level line [C]. If the shock absorber does not smoothly stroke or noise is found,
inspect the oil leak see Rear Shock Absorber Oil Leak Inspection. Also, check to see that each
cotter pin is in place and in good condition. When the fuel hose is disconnected, fuel spills out
from the hose and the pipe because of residual pressure. Open the bleed valve [A]. Apply the
brake and hold it [B]. DFI System DFI Parts Location ECU 2. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 3. Neutral Switch
4. Inlet Air Pressure Sensor 5. Air Switching Valve 6. Water Temperature Sensor 7. Speed
Sensor 8. Vehicle-down Sensor 9. Oxygen Sensor Crankshaft Sensor Oxygen Sensor 2. ECU 3.
Joint Connector 2 4. Kawasaki Diagnostic System Connector 5. Self-diagnosis Terminal 6. Fuel
Pump 7. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 8. Frame Ground 9. Starter Relay Subthrottle Valve Actuator: P 3.
Stick Coil 1: BK Unused Meter Unit Tachometer : LB Throttle Body Vacuum Do not use any
other battery except for a 12 V sealed battery as a power source. Remove the fuel tank see Fuel
Tank Removal and check the fuel hose [A]. Page After measurement, remove the needle
adapters and ap- ply silicone sealant to the seals [A] of the connector [B] for waterproofing. A
fully charged battery is a must for conducting accurate tests of the DFI system. If the connector
is corroded or dirty, clean it carefully. If it is damaged, replace it. Connect the connectors

securely. It is meant simply as a rough guide to assist the troubleshooting for some of the more
common difficulties in DFI system. Fuel line clogged Inspect and repair see chapter 3. Inlet air
pressure sensor trouble Inspect see chapter 3. Inlet air temperature sensor trouble Inspect see
chapter 3. Spark plug dirty, broken or gap maladjusted Inspect and replace see chapter 2. Stick
coil trouble Inspect see chapter Air suction valve trouble Inspect and replace see chapter 5.
Never drop the throttle body assy especially on a hard surface. Such a shock to the sensor can
damage it. Water-proof Joint 2 3. Inlet Air Pressure Sensor 4. Water-proof Joint 1 3. Speed
Sensor 3. Water-proof Joint 2 4. Vehicle-down Sensor 4. Ignition Switch 2. Water-proof Joint 3 3.
Water-proof Joint 1 4. Oxygen Sensor 5. ECU 6. Joint Connector 2 7. Engine Stop Switch 2. Stick
Coil 1, 2 3. Water-proof Joint 3 4. ECU 5. Joint Connector 2 6. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 7. Joint
Connector 2 3. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 4. Frame Ground 5. Main Fuse 30 A 6. Joint Connector 1 7.
Relay Box 8. So, the heater itself can not be removed. FI Indicator Light Circuit 1. ECU 4. Joint
Connector 2 5. Other- wise, the motorcycle cannot clear the regulation. If the connector is
clogged with mud or dust, blow it off with compressed air. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 6. Frame Ground 7.
Main Fuse 30 A 8. Relay Box 9. ECU Main Relay ECU Fuse Installation If a fuse fails during
operation, inspect the DFI system to determine the cause, and then replace it with a new fuse of
proper amperage. Read the pressure at the average of the maximum and minimum indications.
If the fuel pressure is much higher than specified, replace the fuel pump because the fuel
pressure regulator in the fuel pump have been clogged or stuck. Make sure the area is
well-ventilated and free from any source of flame or sparks; this includes any appliance with a
pilot light. Engine Stop Switch 3. Main Fuse 30 A Fuel Injector 1, 2 5. Fuel Pump 8. Battery 12 V 8
Ah 9. Subthrottle Valve Actuator 2. Subthrottle Sensor 3. Main Throttle Sensor 4. Throttle Body
Assy 5. Fuel Injectors 6. Delivery Pipe Assy CAUTION Do not remove, disassemble or adjust the
main throttle sensor, subthrottle sensor, subthrottle valve actuator, throttle link mechanism and
throttle body assy, because they are adjust or set surely at Replace the gasket if it is damaged.
Coolant Flow Chart Coolant Deterioration Inspection Coolant Level Inspection Coolant Draining
Coolant Filling Pressure Testing Cooling System Flushing Coolant Reserve Tank Removal
Coolant Reserve Tank Installation When the engine starts, the water pump turns and the coolant
circulates. The thermostat is a wax pellet type which opens or closes with coolant temperature
changes. The thermostat continuously changes its valve opening to keep the coolant
temperature at the proper level. If whitish cotton-like wafts are observed, aluminum parts in the
cooling system are corroded. When this accumulation is suspected or observed, flush the cooling system. If this accumulation is not removed, it will clog up the water passage and
considerable reduce the effi- ciency of the cooling system. If the surface is corroded or if the
blades are damaged, replace the water pump unit. The radiator fan may start even if the ignition
switch is off. If the valve is open, replace the thermostat with a new one. Avoid sharp bending,
kinking, flattening or twisting. Such a shock to the water temperature sensor can damage it.
Cylinder Head Warp Inspection Valve Clearance Inspection.. Valve Clearance Adjustment..
Exhaust Inlet Camshaft Journal, Camshaft 0. Cap Clearance Cylinder Inside Diameter Piston
Diameter 0. Page Cylinder Head Cover Replace the head cover gasket with a new one. Torque Cylinder Head Cover Bolts: 9. The push rod does not return to its original position once it
moves out to take up camshaft chain slack. Observe all the rules listed below. Place a strip on
each journal parallel to the camshaft installed in the correct position. If the cams are worn down
past the service limit, replace the camshaft. Cam Height Standard: This will warp the cylinder
head. Exhaust 0. Inlet Service Limit: Exhaust This valve seat cutter is developed to grind the
valve for repair. Therefore the cutter must not be used for other purposes than seat repair. Do
not drop or shock the valve seat cutter, or the dia- mond particles may fall off. If the seat width
is within the specified range, lap the valve to the seat as described below. The rings should fit
perfectly parallel to groove surfaces. If not, replace the piston and all the piston rings. Set it
close to the bottom of the cylinder, where cylinder wear is low. Wait until the muffler cool down.
Special Tool and Sealant Clutch Lever and Cable Clutch Lever Free Play Inspection Clutch
Lever Free Play Adjustment Clutch Cable Removal Clutch Cable Installation Clutch Cable
Lubrication Clutch Lever Free Play â€” â€” â€” Clutch 2. Friction Plate Thickness 2. Friction and
Steel Plate Warp 0. Clutch Spring Free Length Torque - Clutch Spring Bolts: 8. Engine Oil Flow
Chart Special Tools and Sealant Engine Oil and Oil Filter Oil Level Inspection Engine Oil Change
Oil Filter Replacement Bypass Valve Disassembly Bypass Valve Assembly Engine Removal
Engine Installation A: After installation, set the projection in the hole. When inserting the front
engine mounting bolt, use the suitable stand under the engine to lift it. Starter Motor Clutch
Assembly.. Balancer Removal Crankshaft Main Bearing Insert Thickness: 1. CAUTION If the
crankshaft, bearing inserts, or crankcase halves are replaced with new ones, select the bearing inserts and check clearance with a plastigage press gauge before assembling engine to be
sure the correct bearing inserts are installed. If the measurement exceeds the service limit,

replace the crankshaft. If the measured journal diameters are not less than the service limit, but
do not coincide with the original diameter markings [A] on the balancer shaft, make new marks
on Balancer Shaft Journal Diameter Marks None: If it is loose, unscrew it, apply a
non-permanent locking agent to the threads, and tighten it. Circlip, 29 mm 1. Ball Bearing 2.
Circlip Drive Shaft 3. Thrust Washer, 30 mm 1. Inside Diameter: Nut Washer 4. Toothed Washer,
30 mm 1. If the thickness of a shift fork ear is less than the service limit, the shift fork must be
replaced. Radial TIR 0. TIR 0. Wheel Balance 10 g 0. Page 30 g 1. An imbalance of less than 10
grams 0. Page Tire Repair Also, permanent internal repairs have the advantage of permitting a
thorough examination for secondary damage not visible from external inspection of the tire. For
these reasons, Kawasaki does not recommend temporary exter- nal repair. Only appropriate
permanent internal repairs are recommended. Repair methods may vary slightly from make to
make. If any bear- ings are removed, they will need to be replaced with new ones. HO: Apply
heavy oil. Turn the bearing around by hand a few times to make sure the grease is distributed
uniformly inside the bearing. If they show any damage, replace the dust seals with new ones.
Replace the caliper if the cylinder and piston are badly scores or rusty. Removing the rear brake
pad is the same as for the front brake pad. Brake Line Bleeding The brake fluid has a very low
compression coefficient so that almost all the movement of the brake lever or pedal is
transmitted directly to the caliper for braking action. Pump the brake lever until it becomes hard,
and apply the brake and hold it [A]. Never reuse old brake fluid. Do not use fluid from a
container that has been left unsealed or that has been open for a long time. Holding the inner
tube by hand in a vertical position, pull down the outer tube several times to pull out the inner
tube. If there is visible damage, replace the sleeve with a new one. G: Apply grease. If there is
any damage to the frame, replace it. If the frame is bent, dented, cracked, or warped, replace it.
Meter Unit 2. Ignition Switch 3. Starter Lockout Switch 4. Air Switching Valve 5. Stick Coils 6.
Spark Plugs 7. Starter Relay 8. ECU Turn Signal Relay Fuse Box Learn and ob- serve all the
rules below. This will burn out the diodes on the electrical parts. If any wiring is poor, replace
the damaged wiring. These names must be the same. Page Newly activated sealed batteries
require an initial charge. Standard Charge: 0. When properly installed, the strip of the caps will
be level with the top of the battery. Forcibly prying off the seal cap to add water is very
dangerous. Never do that. Battery Terminal Voltage Standard: Page Charging System Apply
silicone sealant to the crankshaft sensor lead grom- met and crankcase halves mating surface
[A] on the front and rear sides of the cover mount. Striking the rotor can cause the magnets to
lose their magnetism. Alternator 2. Frame Ground 4. Main Fuse 30 A 5. Joint Connector 1 6.
Load 7. Water-proof Joint 3 8. Ignition Switch 9. Do not touch the spark plugs or stick coils
while the engine is running, or you could receive a severe electrical shock. ECU Fuse 15 A
Speed Sensor 2. Joint Connector 2 Oxygen Sensor Heater Sidestand Switch Fuse 10 A Battery
12 V 8 Ah Tapping the shaft or body could damage the motor. Torque - Starter Motor Through
Bolts: 3. Special Tool - Hand Tester: If the relay does not work as specified, the relay is defective. Starter Button 4. Water-proof Joint 3 5. Neutral Switch 6. Sidestand Switch 8. Frame
Ground The headlight does not go on when the ignition switch and the engine stop switch are
first turned on. The headlight comes on after the starter button is released and stays on until the
ignition switch is turned off. Pull the bulb out to prevent damage to the bulb. Do not use bulb
rated for greater wattage then the specified value. High Beam Indicator 7. Headlight Fuse 10 A
Light 12 V 3. Fuse Box 2. Ignition Switch Relay Box 7. ECU Main Relay 8. ECU Fuse 15 A 9. Fan
Relay 9. The pointers cannot be reinstalled. The pointer mounting is different from replacement
meters. If the needle does not flick, check the meter unit harness for continuity see wiring
diagram in this section. Special Tool - Hand Tester: If the harness is normal, replace the
tachometer. Ignition Fuse 10 A Joint Connector 1 2. FI Indicator Light 12 V 3. Water-proof Joint 3
Such a shock to the unit can damage it. Do not touch the sensing part [B] and filter holes [C] of
the sensor to prevent oil contact. The relays and diodes can not be removed. Such a shock to
the relay box can damage it. Headlight High Connector 2. Headlight Low Connector 3. Bands 4.
Meter Lead Connectors 5. City Light Lead Connector 6. Horn Lead Connectors 7. Oil Pressure
Switch Lead Connector 9. Page 3. ECU Lead Connectors 4. Kawasaki Diagnostic System
Connector 8. Bands 9. Battery Negative Cable Alternator Lead Connector Right Switch Housing
Lead 2. Guide Run the left switch housing lead through into the guide. Guide Run the right
switch housing lead through into the guide. Clutch Cable 5. Left Switch Housing Lead 6.
Speedometer Cable 2. Guide Run the headlight high lead through into the guide. Headlight High
Connector 4. Band Hold the headlight high lead and insert the band into the upper fairing
bracket. Ignition Switch Lead Connector 2. Vehicle-down Sensor Lead Connector 3. Throttle
Cable Accelerator 4. Throttle Cable Decelerator 5. Guide Run the throttle cables, right switch
housing and ignition switch leads through into the guide. Subthrottle Sensor Lead Connector 2.
Main Throttle Sensor Lead Connector 3. Clutch Cable 6. Subthrottle Sensor 7. Main Throttle

Sensor 8. Fuel Injector 2 9. Stick Coil 1 Lead Connector 2. Throttle Cable Decelerator 4. Throttle
Cable Accelerator 5. Guide Run the oil pressure switch lead through into the guide. Clamp Hold
the neutral switch and speed sensor leads. Speed Sensor Lead 3. Neutral Switch Lead
Connector 4. Insert the speed sensor lead into the groove of the speed sensor mounting
bracket. Alternator Lead Connector 2. Crankshaft Sensor Lead Connector 3. Alternator Lead 4.
Crankshaft Sensor Lead 5. Brackets 6. Clutch Cable 7. Run the clutch cable and reserve tank
hose into the hole of the reserv
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e tank. Starter Relay 2. Relay Box Lead Connectors 3. Clamp Hold the main harness and insert
the clamp into the frame. ECU Lead Connectors 5. Battery Positive Cable 6. Page 4. License
Plate Light Lead 8. Clamp 9. Kawasaki Diagnostic System Connector Thermostat 2. Radiator
Cap 3. Install the hose so that its white paint mark side faces the radiator. Radiator 5. Clamp
Screw 6. Cylinder Head 8. Run the reserve tank overflow hose into the guides. Reserve Tank
Overflow Hose 3. Bracket 4. Vehicle-down Sensor 2. Clamps 3. Air Switching Valve 4. Install the
hose so that its white mark side faces the air switching valve. Damper 6. Inlet Air Pressure
Sensor 7. Vacuum Hose 8. Front Master Cylinder 2. Front Brake Hose 3. Guide 5. Front Brake
Caliper 6. Rear Brake Reservoir Tank 7. Rear Brake Caliper 8. Part No. This manual is also
suitable for: Ninja r. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have
an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

